Pride, Spirit Give UC Second Title

Photos by Erich Mende and Mark Shapire of the NEWS RECORD sports staff.
When Tony Yates and Tom Thacker combined to steal the ball from Ohio State's Dick Reasbeck with UC up 28-25 with 5:38 left in the half and Thacker easily stuffed the ball through the hoop, UC fans could feel the victory in the making.

When, mid-way through the second half, Tony picked off Jerry Lucas' long pass and popped in a soft jump shot, they knew it was all over.

While these may well have been the back-breaking plays as far as Ohio State was concerned, there were innumerable others which should be singled out for full description, but which of course cannot be given adequate coverage.

There is no doubt whatsoever in anyone's mind that this victory was legitimate. There has been very little speculation that if Lucas' knee had been at 100 per cent operating ability the Buckeyes would now be the national champs. Coach Fred Taylor of the Ohio State Buckeyes has said that the knee may have made a difference but that in any case the Bearcats had affected Cin-cy's eventual triumph.

Bearcat head coach Ed Jucker winner of two national championships in two years at Cincinnati, said he was pinned against the wall by almost twenty minutes in the locker room immediately after the championship contest. "This was a real satisfying win. The key was to get the ball into Hoggie and our control of the boards."

Defensively he was correct, but once again it was defense that actually allowed the 'Cats to pull away. Just as in last year's championship match, the Bearcat guards constantly harrased the Buckeye guards and thus forced Lucas once again into the high post, disrupting all of Coach Taylor's planned plays, only the second time in two years that this has been accomplished.

Jucker also came up with an appropriate if obvious statement "Hogue played a magnificent tournament. Tonight he had tremendous moves, he was getting position on Lucas and he was scoring on him." Hogue forcefully exhibited his pro potential by playing the two best games of his career in Louisville, scoring 58 points and gathering 38 rebounds against the nation's best ball-players. His performance was impressive enough for him to gather all but three of the 78 votes cast for the tourney's Most Valuable Player.

Tommy Thacker, who Jucker said "was like five men out there," played a magnificent ball game, finishing with 21 points and six rebounds from the guard slot. Thacker connected on nine of eleven free throws and did good defensive jobs on Reasbeck in the first half and on Havlicek in the second half, holding All-American (1) Hondo to three tallies.

Yates played basketball near-perfection on defense and contributed 12 points including two sparkling layups. Both standouts Ron Bonham and George Wilson played fine floor games and contributed ten and six points and six and 11 rebounds respectively.

The championship game statistics are deceiving in that they do not show the complete dominance the Buckeyes had over the game. In the department of total rebounds, for example, the official totals gave the Buckeyes a mere 45-34 margin, despite the fact that the 'Cats appeared to dominate by a much greater margin.

Taylor in fact remarked after the game that the 'Cats rebounding power was "frightening.""

In the turnover department, the Buckeyes were charged with nine errors as opposed to the eight against the Bearcats, three of OSU's against the guards while only one "Cat error was on a guard.

In the category of personal fouls and free throws, however, the statistics give convincing evidence of Cincinnati's always-stong defensive prowess. The national champions, even though pressing from half-court and scrapping OSU throughout the "contest," committed only ten fouls. Cincinnati's three coming in the first half of the ball game, given the outcome was really decided.

In typical action in the NCAA final game, UC's George Wilson grabs a rebound, while Bearcats Tom Thacker (25), Ren Bonham (21), and Paul Hogue (22) form an impregnable wall. Ohio State's Jerry Lucas (11) looks on in the background.
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The Duke Is King!
by Hank Graden

Duke is King!

Three years ago when Bearcats Jim Calhoun and Ralph Davis gave Paul Hogue the name of "Marmaduke," later shortened to "Duke," it was just another nickname.

Paul worked into the starting lineup as a sophomore and gradually had people talking about "Duke," not as a nickname but with an air of nobility. The big center stepped down from his throne last Saturday night, but not before he became "King" of this year's National Champions.

His teammates elected him captain at the end of last season and gave the reins to lead their team. Paul knew he had a job to do and knew in what direction the goal could be accomplished. It was not he alone who put the Bearcats on the highest pinnacle of basketball stardom, but it was his leadership and outstanding play that brought the 'Cats through the rough games.

As a sophomore Hogue moved into the starting lineup and since then has started 91 consecutive games, not including the Bearcats trip to the Philippines last summer.

The same year Paul was named the East-West Shrine Game captain at the end of last season, Hogue told me his final "year as a sophomore and gave him the reins to wish the Bearcats in the style of a nobleman. First of all he had a job to do and knew in what direction the goal could be accomplished. It was not he alone who put the Bearcats on the highest pinnacle of basketball stardom, but it was his leadership and outstanding play that brought the 'Cats through the rough games.

As a sophomore Hogue moved into the starting lineup and since then has started 91 consecutive games, not including the Bearcats trip to the Philippines last summer.

UC Golf Season Commences With Weekend Action

Looking for a change of pace from college conditions, George Wilkinson and Ron Bonham played offense and defense with the All-America teams, each working to the efficiency of the whole. This eight-letter word teamwork meant the difference between mediocrity and excellence for the Bearcats. The winning of their second straight NCAA Championship is indicative of the path they chose to follow.

What a basketball team! There is no doubt that the press polls were wrong when they panned the Bearcats and their coach, Ed Jucker, as the number one team in the country.

Cincinnati's Paul Hogue polled 35 of 78 votes cast to lead the all-tournament team selected by newspaper covering the 1962 National Basketball Championship.

Hogue received votes from all 38 newspapers voting for the all-tourney team. He was followed by fellow All-Americans Louie Chappell of Wake Forest and Jerry Lucas of Ohio State, with 77 and 75 respectively, while Ohio State's John Havlicek with 62 and UC's Tom Thacker with 51 rounded out the top five.

Second team choices along with others receiving votes were: Tony Yaten, Cincinnati; (21); Gary Cunningham, UCLA (19); John Green, UCLA (19); Billy Packer, Wake Forest (11); and Walt Hazzard, UCLA (8).

Clifton TypeWRITER Service
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FREE PARKING at CLIFTON PARKING LOT

By Hank Graden, Sports Editor

What a Team!!
Swimmers Compete In NCAA Tourney

by Bud McCarthy

Yesterday the University of Cincinnati swimming team left for Columbus and the Ohio State University to represent this school in its second NCAA "endeavor" in less than a week by competing Thursday, Friday and Saturday in the annual swimming and diving championships.

The whole squad except Eddie Bock, who recently received a back injury, will travel to the land of Cincinnati's most renowned foe. "We expect to get at least 30 points," repeated Coach Paul Hartlaub in a recent telephone interview. "With 30 colleges entered, 30 points should put us among the top five," he continued.

Last year the NCAA swimming championships were held in Seattle, Wash. UC sent just a two man team to compete against the 20, 30 and 40 man teams of the Big Ten schools.

However, through the efforts of two Cincinnati athletes, Gary Heinrich and Jim Marchetti, the University of Cincinnati finished eighth in the NCAA and thus eighth in the nation.

This year the team as a whole has been ranked nationally anywhere from fourth to seventh, and the whole squad is representing UC.

An item worth noting is that the fine Indiana University team which gave Cincinnati their only taste of defeat this season is ineligible in NCAA competition because of football recruiting violations.

"We expect to do well in the medley relay," Hartlaub replied. "We're going to 'load' both the medley and freestyle relays," he added.

Tentative plans call for Heinrich to swim in the 200-yard butterfly, the 40-yard freestyle and the 100-yard medley. Marchetti will be in the 50-yard freestyle and both relays.

Joe Alkire will be in the 100-yard butterfly and both relays. At this point Hartlaub interjected that he thinks that Alkire will win the 100-yard butterfly.

Jim Norman will compete in the 200-yard individual medley and the 50- or 100-yard freestyle. Keith Drinan will be in the medley and both backstroke events.

Gerry Supadik will be in the 50 and 100-yard freestyle and possibly the freestyle relay. Pete Cardullias will go in the 100-yard butterfly and perhaps the freestyle relay. Bill Edwards and Darryl Wiesehahn will swim in both breaststroke events.

Expected to start Saturday's tourney are two hurlers' attempt to go the distance Saturday, as he will make his first appearance in the tourney because of football recruiting violations.

"With 80 colleges entered, we expect to get at least 70 points," Sample said. "We intend to have either of these hurlers attempt to go the distance Saturday, as he will make good use of his relievers.

Although only a probable lineup, UC should be going with Dale Norris at first base (when Norris is pitching it will be Sandy Schoenhach), Paul Fleming or Jerry Brockhoff at second, Fred Fricke or Jerry Cunningham at third and Hep Cremin or Larry Elsasser at short. Elsasser, who is strong on defense and we anticipate to do well in the medley relay.

"Our pitching develops like a double-header at Ohio State," Sample stated. "With 80 colleges entered, we expect to get at least 70 points," Sample said. "We intend to have either of these hurlers attempt to go the distance Saturday, as he will make good use of his relievers.

Although only a probable lineup, UC should be going with Dale Norris at first base (when Norris is pitching it will be Sandy Schoenhach), Paul Fleming or Jerry Brockhoff at second, Fred Fricke or Jerry Cunningham at third and Hep Cremin or Larry Elsasser at short. Elsasser, who is strong on defense and we anticipate to do well in the medley relay.

As the Bearcats continued this year the team as a whole has been ranked nationally anywhere from fourth to seventh, and the whole squad is representing UC.

Lighthanded Bruce Gaskins or righthander Ben Ross to do the hurling for the Bearcats. The Bearcats are looking ahead to April 6 when they open a three-game series at Ohio State. "We hope we have our pitchers ready by then," Sample stated.
UC Bands To Celebrate

This Saturday is the date of the 42nd Annual Spring Rally honoring the anniversary of the founding of the UC Bands in 1889 by Ralph A. Van Wye. Each year the UC Bands celebrate their anniversary by performing a formal concert in Wilson Auditorium in the Spring. This year's concert is scheduled for 8:15 p.m. on Saturday. There is no admission charge.

Featured on the concert will be two outstanding works for bands which were given their world premieres by the University of Cincinnati in 1939. His many marches have a definite Cincinnati flavor.

The program will also include Giacincino Rossini's Overture to the Opera, "Italian In Algeri," the "Chester" Overture for Band from the New England Trilogy by William Schuman; and the Overture to the Broadway Hit "Guys And Dolls.

The 42nd Anniversary Concert will be presented by the eighty-five piece Bearcat Symphonic Band, conducted by Professor R. Robert Hornyak. He will be assisted by Mr. Durnford Taylor, and Adrian Gnam, assistant conductors.


take

The fieldhouse was packed with students, friends and fans last Sunday afternoon at the rally to welcome back the victorious UC Bearcats. These enthusiastic fans after listening to Mayor Bierbrach and President Langsam cheered tremendously for coach Tucker and the individual members of the NCAA champion basketball team.

At the rally Langsam announced that he felt the team was "better than mediocrity" and now the team and students should begin "to hit the books."

The Symphonic Band will also turn back the pages of Cincinnati's musical history with the performances of four Henry Fillmore's great works. Fillmore, rightly deserving of the title of Cincinnati's March King, composed many fine marches, novelty and other works prior to his retirement and departure from Cincinnati in 1939. His many marches have a definite Cincinnati flavor.

The program will also include Giacincino Rossini's Overture to the Opera, "Italian In Algeri," the "Chester" Overture for Band from the New England Trilogy by William Schuman; and the Overture to the Broadway Hit "Guys And Dolls.

The 42nd Anniversary Concert will be presented by the eighty-five piece Bearcat Symphonic Band, conducted by Professor R. Robert Hornyak. He will be assisted by Mr. Durnford Taylor, and Adrian Gnam, assistant conductors.
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The number one player who made "the shot heard 'round the world."
Speaking Grants Offered

Several weeks ago the News Record printed an editorial urging the Student Union to create a speaking program for the purpose of bringing well-known lecturers to the campus. It was suggested that these speeches be held in Wilson Auditorium with first priority seating for students. The News Record further requested that the list of speakers be published during the speech.

As far as we know, no action has been taken on this matter, either by the Union or any other official body. We did receive a letter from one student (see Letters) asking that nobody be brought onto campus who might possibly poison our minds. Needless to say, this student lost the point of the editorial.

However, we have not given up yet. Last week we received information from the Sperry and Hutchinson Company (of S&H Green Stamps fame) concerning grants-in-aid they award to colleges and universities for the exclusive purpose of a lecture program. This program was started in 1938 by company-financed visits of Dr. Fritz Machlup to Beloit College. The program has since expanded until now there is a formally organized lecture program on most campuses. Last year the grants amounted to a maximum of $2,000 per college and universities given to 22 colleges and universities throughout the country.

Surprisingly enough, the speaker list is quite impressive. Two of the speakers were William L. Shirer, author of the best-selling "The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich" and William F. Buckley, Jr., author and editor of the conservative "National Review."

As mentioned in our previous editorial, UC has no organized speaker program. We feel that this S&H program is an excellent starting point. Not only are well-known speakers presented here, but they do not cost the University a nickel. Therefore, we request the Administration to write to Sperry and Hutchinson and at least inquire about the program. (The address is: Professor William E. Buckler, Executive Secretary; The Sperry and Hutchinson Company Lecture Program; c/o New York University, 33 East 42nd Street, New York, New York.) If anybody desires further information concerning this matter, please contact the News Record office.

2nd Team, Coach, Win

Rather than take much space to praise our university's two-year NCAA champions, which the sports staff has taken care of, perhaps a few questions here will be more relevant.

In the first place, team rating scales have almost completely excluded UC from the number one rating this year; despite the fact that the team was the defending National Champion.

This, of course, was a matter of opinion, since the teams had not played each other in 1962.

The question is: If Fred Taylor had such a great team this year why didn't he win the coach of the year award, while Ed Jucker, with a supposedly less great team, won his second straight National Crown?

And, if Ohio State had both the number one team, and the number one coach, why didn't they win at least one of the last two championships?

In our book, both Coach Jucker and his team have been somewhat slighted by national sportswriters. We may be prejudiced but after all, we did win!

Letter To The Editor

To The Editor:

The recent editorial regarding the "mature" speaking program for Ohio State University, in our opinion, had hoped to evoke some controversy, or at least a little contrary opinion. But it seems that under the guise of the term "mature" the writer has rendered the opinion in the article into a mold that is not favorable to the idea, thus making it appear as if the editor was making a decision for us to consider all the aspects of his subject.

In establishing any government or In instituting any philosophy, freedom of speech and belief must be protected and must conform to the rules of the forum. We as students cannot silence his opposition illegally, use deceit and subversion, attempt to violate the laws and rights of others.

Mr. Hall is not merely an advocate of principle or essential solution to make his "mature" advocate would have made his appeal to the student body to vote a foreign power and has dedicated his allegiance to the overthrow of the entire American system of government and society by any means possible. This statement is so thoroughly established that if Mr. Hall had been held accountable for his disloyal deed in 1962, would be tragic.

That the "mature" editor has not given any view to the present administration's sanctions on the campus can only mean a lack of full review of the facts.

How many would condemn an infinitesimal institution from excluding his views from the campus? Even if Mr. Hall spoke on any subject he would be within his rights to speak. The rules of the forum must be observed for the speaker to consider the fact that Mr. Hall is a member, the community party.

In a speech made in Washington four months ago the director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation stated that communism is "reaching into the very heart of America through its espionage agents who are dedicated to defame the ideals that are the foundation of the republic."

While the editor has seen fit to attack a few given paragraphs in an article, for its mature outlook in allowing a reasonable member of the community to speak, the far more serious offense of the government in its official action is that it prevented the speaker from speaking goes undiscussed.

Matthew T. Machled, Law School '63

Cindy Red Cross, To Begin Classes For This Spring

The Cincinnati Area Red Cross announced today the scheduling of spring classes in "Care of the Sick and Injured," "Safe Baby Care," and "Mother and Baby Care." For local residents interested in attending these classes, they are urged to enroll this week by calling the Cross Nursing Services PA 1-2963.

For future moms and dads four exclusive classes in "Safe Baby Care," and "Mother and Baby Care," classes have been scheduled to begin once a week for six weeks beginning April 2, 3, 4 and April 19. The classes, designed for couples expecting their first baby, cover all phases of parent care through lectures.

The Maelstrom

Example Of Quality-TV M -by Pat Reeves

I don't know how many journalism awards are given each year, but I'm sure the Mote-TV gossip sheets clean up many of them.

The reason, of course, is the superior writing, accurate reporting and fine feature coverage in these two-bit teenage bibles. Take a for-instance I saw not too long ago.

On the cover of one of these rags a headline blared: "Bob tells Warren: You'd better not hurt Natalie." (Bob Wagner, head of Natalie Wood, tells Warren Beaty.)

Mr. Reeves

I have no idea what this means, but it certainly seems to spark with depravity as he stands with congratulations at the undefiled Natalie.

Naturally, Miss Teenage America is going to be concerned about Natalie, Bob and Warren, and turns to page 47 to see what's going on. The story is true to form, and soon has the news of Miss Teenage America qualitative, she is relieved when she learns that Bob wanted to make sure that Warren didn't hurt Natalie's ankle in a fight scene in the next rehearsal, because if he did, the movie would have to be reshot, and the pair couldn't wrap up for a weekend in Juarez any sooner.

With such excellent publications appearing monthly about stars, I don't see why there isn't one published about politicians. Think what Killgallen could do as editor of her own mag. "Washington Whispers." Of course she'd have to drag herself out of 21, Moreno and The Stork, but if the deal went over, she'd at least be able to pay her tab in cash.

A magazine like this could put Pete Salinger out of a job, but what the hey, it would save government dollars and benefit all of us in the long run.

Hellinmg Announces Chairman of Crusade

Appointment of two vice chairmen of the special division of the 1962 Cancer Crusade was announced by Louis A. Hellmng, president of the 1962 Cancer Crusade division chairman. The campaign is being conducted by the local unit of the American Cancer Society.

The vice chairman are Charles H. Beeken, Jr., industrial relations director of Scheuy- ley Distillers, Inc., and Gustave L. Jiangling, Jr., vice president of Gus Jiangling & Sons, Inc., wholesale meats.

"Mr. Beeken served as special gifts chairman in the 1961 Cancer Crusade division chairman. The campaign is being conducted by the local unit of the American Cancer Society.

The vice chairman are Charles H. Beeken, Jr., industrial relations director of Scheuy-ley Distillers, Inc., and Gustave L. Jiangling, Jr., vice president of Gus Jiangling & Sons, Inc., wholesale meats.

Mr. Jiangling is a vice president of the Cancer Society Unit and is a member of the boards of the Rotary Club of Cincinnati and the Musketeer Club of Xavier University.

GREEK WEEK

Greek Week Dance will be held Friday, March 31, at the Music Hall, at 8 p.m. Tickets may be obtained through the Greek House and fraternity houses and will be sold at the door.
Coney To Inaugurate Sunday Night Dances

Sunday night dancing will return to Moonlite Gardens, Coney Island, this season. It was announced by Ralph G. Waich, Coney Island president and general manager. The management has had numerous requests over the past few years for Sunday dancing, in response to their demands, the resort will experiment with this summer with Sunday dates. The first one is scheduled for June 10 and will be followed by dancing every Sunday night through Sept. 2.

Wednesday nights, Moonlite Gardens will be dark. Ladies Nites have been moved to Thursdays. Jazz concerts will be offered on some Sundays afterwards by name bands. A fine array of top name orchestras will be available to area dancers this season. Mr. Waich reported. Included will be Peter Palmer, Clyde McCoy, Jack Teagarden, Stan Kenton, Duke of Dixieland, Ralph Marterie, Johnny Long, Les Brown, Maynard Ferguson and Burt Frankel. Among special attractions booked for Moonlite Gardens are Bob Braun, Chris Conner and the Four Saints. The best orchestra in the area will augment the big name bands during the season.

The first dancing of the season is scheduled for Saturday night, April 28, when the Gardens will open with Peter Palmer, his voices and orchestra. Fireworks displays will also highlight the opening of Coney, with shows set for 10 p.m. April 28, May 5 and 12. Daily operations start May 19. The park will open Saturdays and Sundays only until that date.

Mr. Tuxedo Inc.
YOUR CONVENIENT FORMAL RENTAL SHOP

STUDENT DISCOUNT PRICES
Complete Formal Outfit .................. 11.21
212 W. McMillan MA 1-4204

SPRING WASH’N WEARABLES

Chino. Cotton & Dacron SLACKS

- Dark Olive $7.95
- Charcoal $7.95

You’ll hardly believe the low price after you have worn these Chino Cotton and Dacron Slacks. The Dacron-Cotton combination means wash ‘n wear-ability. You’ll find these new slacks mix perfectly with the new Dacron Cotton Spring and Summer Sports Coats.

Other Summer Slacks $4.95 to $14.95

SPORT COATS $16.95 to $35.00

Including Madras, Batiks, Seersucker, Chambays

CHARLES Clothes Shop
208 W. McMillan (by Shipley’s) PA 1-5175
Free Parking In Rear Off Calhoun

Dr. Floyd I. Brewer, UC Union director, will preside Sunday through Wednesday at meetings of the International Association of College Unions convening in the 59th annual conference at Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind. Dr. Brewer is completing his year as president of the professional organization which counts nearly 500 college unions as member-institutions in this country and eight others.

At Purdue, the 500 delegates will discuss the balance the college union administrator must maintain between educational objectives and progressive business management. Among speakers will be high officials of the Peace Corps, U.S. Department of Defense, General Electric Co., American Institute of Architects, and the National Restaurant Association.

Dr. Brewer will introduce the distinguished president of Purdue University, Dr. Frederick L. Hovde, at the Sunday evening opening assembly of the confer-

ence. Purdue is one of 68 land-grant colleges in the United States this year celebrating the centennial of Lincoln’s signing of the land-grant act.

The purpose of the college unions everywhere, United States, Canada, England, Australia, Japan, Mexico, Puerto Rico, South America, and the Philippines is training students in citizenship, social responsibility, and demo-

cratic leadership.

Dr. Brewer has been a profes-
sional college union administra-
tor since 1947 when he became director of student activities at the University of Bridgeport (Conn.). He holds a master’s de-
gree in industrial relations and the degree of doctor of education from Columbia Teachers College, New York City. His undergraduate training was taken at Gerhms (Mo.) State Teachers Col-
lege. He assumed directorship of UC’s Cincinnati unit in September 1950.

Active in the Association of College Unions since 1953, Dr. Brewer has served the organiza-
tion as member then chairman of the research committee; regional representative in a two-state area; vice president and president.

He and his wife and two young sons reside in the Mt. Washington area.

\[\text{Red Cross} \ldots\
\]

(Continued from Page 1) demonstrations and film show-
ings.

For homemakers, two classes in care of the sick and injured will commence on Friday, April 6. Classes will meet once a week for seven weeks with a choice of an afternoon class, 1:30 to 3:30 p.m., or an evening class, 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. These classes cover a variety of home nursing procedures, and includes a section on disaster nursing.

New Legislation Is Needed To Obtain Equality For Men

In fact, 42 years later, the men are the ones who ought to be crying for special freedom-giving legislation. They are the ones in the inferior position.

These dominated males come in three categories: husbands (dominated by wives); sons (dom-
nated by mothers and wives); and females (dominated by those girls with whom they go out). Females un-
der the age of 18 are omitted since they have not normally had, before that age, their how-to-battle-
sale training yet.

From what I hear, husbands are probably in the greatest need of help. However, not being mar-
rried, I think I had better stay out of this area.

On dates, a girl is at her help-
less bent and it always gets re-
sults. I have seen females who could outbrawl Bob Pettit and probably give Floyd Patterson a pretty good tussle, but when they are out with a male, these girls have trouble finding the handle on a car door.

And while we’re calling for legis-
lation, let me introduce you to our starry-eyed souls who always seem to be carrying books for some “helpless” psychology major or sitting in on a Rock Hudson feature instead of Liz Taylor at the request of the young lady of our choice that evening.

And wasn’t it just last week that you carried your five-foot, nine-inch frame to her door only to find your five-foot-four-inch date had grown a head taller than you on the strength of a pair of stilts called high, very high, heels. Granted the heels improve her appearance, but when it’s zero outside and a cold wind is blow-
ing and the car is a block away, who would you rather be with—a track star or a fashion model’s?

It’s times like that when you be-

gin to get that helpless feeling.
Climbing the Greek dance tomorrow night will be the crowning of the Greek Goddess. The men of Sigma Alpha Epsilon chose Lynne Heil of Kappa Kappa Gamma, put up by Phi Kappa Tau; Nancy Lang, Sigma Delta Tau, put up by American Communists Club; Mimi Hill, Kappa Kappa Gamma, put up by Phi Kappa Tau; Carolyn Kirby, Zeta Tau Alpha, put up by Alpha Epsilon Pi; Molly Nooe, Kappa Alpha Theta, put up by Alpha Sigma Phi; Carol Oliver, Delta Delta Delta, put up by Phi Kappa Theta; and Betsy O'Neil, Kappa Kappa Gamma, put up by Phi Delta Theta.

Other candidates include Dea Piazza, Theta Phi Alpha, put up by Sigma Phi Epsilon; Lynn Roth, Sigma Delta Tau, put up by Sigma Alpha Mu; Karen Schram, Chi Omega, put up by Sigma Chi; Tami Silliman, Kappa Alpha Theta, put up by Pi Kappa Alpha; Sandie Sloan, Delta Delta Delta, put up by Pi Lambda Phi; Maxine Spritzer, Sigma Delta Tau, put up by Acacia; Becky Stewart, Zeta Tau Alpha, put up by Sigma Chi; Sue Tolib, Delta Delta Delta, put up by Lambda Chi; Judy Winkler, Chi Omega, put up by Triangle; and Pat Ziegler, Kappa Alpha Theta, put up by Delta Tau Delta.

The men of Sigma Alpha Epsilon will honor the Goddess with a party this Saturday night with the theme "Til Midnight Saturday." This will climax the Greek dance to end the weekend Saturday night.

Correction. Jackie Donnelly, vice-president and pledge chairman of Tri Delta, was presented with the Outstanding Pledge Award. Nancy Jo Adams was presented with the outstanding pledge pin which is a fleur-de-lis with a diamond in the center. Marge Vance got the award for the highest accumulative average in the pledge class. Barb Keller received the Outstanding Pledge Award. Nancy Jo Adams received the plaque for making the greatest scholastic improvement in college. The Annie Laws pin for the highest mother-daughter combination of grades was awarded to Joan Kreider.

At the scholarship banquet held on March 25 to climax their "Pledge Week." Friday night the actives and pledges held a slumber party at the house.

The new initiates are: Nancy Jo Adams, Jack Donohoo, Toni Sillman, Kappa Alpha Theta, Toni Miller, Lambda Chi, Mary Helen Grotzer, KKG; Tom Petre, Phi Delta Theta. Other candidates include Dea Piazza, Theta Phi Alpha, put up by Sigma Phi Epsilon; Lynn Roth, Sigma Delta Tau, put up by Sigma Alpha Mu; Karen Schram, Chi Omega, put up by Sigma Chi; Tami Silliman, Kappa Alpha Theta, put up by Pi Kappa Alpha; Sandie Sloan, Delta Delta Delta, put up by Pi Lambda Phi; Maxine Spritzer, Sigma Delta Tau, put up by Acacia; Becky Stewart, Zeta Tau Alpha, put up by Sigma Chi; Sue Tolib, Delta Delta Delta, put up by Lambda Chi; Judy Winkler, Chi Omega, put up by Triangle; and Pat Ziegler, Kappa Alpha Theta, put up by Delta Tau Delta.
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The men of Sigma Alpha Epsilon will honor the Goddess with a party this Saturday night with the theme "Til Midnight Saturday." This will climax the Greek dance to end the weekend Saturday night.
by Stuart Fox

I believe that before I criticize, I should set up a few points by which some valid criticisms can be made. A critic should always have some idea in his mind of what he can be classified as "good" but I must be ready to change. This involves a great deal more than the average person realizes, since in my opinion film is both art and craft. I must therefore take into account the director's intention and the results. One cannot make the same comments about "The Seventh Seal" and "Never On Sunday." Both are great, but for different reasons.
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Auto Cited A Social Failure

Emblem of the twentieth century, the automobile is a monument to social failure, Dr. Albert Bush-Brown, architectural historian, declared Friday night at the University of Cincinnati.

Dr. Bush-Brown warned bluntly that by abstracting everything to Detroit's product, there is no time for the city or its architecture.

His lecture, "The Automobile and Architecture: City or Not City?" was under auspices of the UC College of Design, Architecture, and Art, and the Contemporary Arts Center as part of their series on "Can the Automobile be Civilized?" He spoke in Laws Memorial Auditorium, campus Teachers College building.

Dr. Bush-Brown is professor of architectural history at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge.

Blaming automobile manufacturers equally with the buying public, Dr. Bush-Brown pointed out the irony of the fact that "at a moment in history when there were numerous means of transportation, Americans became reduced nearly to one, the automobile."

"With our extended community and reliance upon the automobile to bridge the distances, were heaven America if, as in the last War, there comes another restriction on gasoline," he cautioned.

The movement of industry outward from the city frees the metropolis from its former role as the center for manufactures and opens up possibilities for the city as a center for the communication of ideas, he said.

It was this industrial movement outward which best indicated that the central city had changed its functions and the time might arrive when it could be recaptured for living.

"To seize upon the directions that the city is already taking, to recapture it for residential and cultural purposes, is the biggest social task that confronts us," Dr. Bush-Brown said flatly.

"It requires, first of all, that we establish a new relationship with the automobile. We must shift downward and corner harder to understand that the automobile, our status symbol, may be left in the garage."

Various important nodes within the city ought to be related to an order of urban spaces, going from the public one to the lesser, private spaces, with the most important public institutions served by the principal spaces.

Dr. Bush-Brown believed.

Deploring the fact that the United States, known internationally for the Tennessee Valley Authority, failed to continue with the same social drive, Dr. Bush-Brown said the country was left with decaying cities, fouled countryside, and the tough task of performing surgery on the entire metropolis.

"The biggest challenge to the political and cultural future of the United States lies in the problem of shaping the environment that will sustain a better life," the MIT expert pointed out.

"In no country more than America is the standard of living so high, including the price and comfort of our automobiles; in few countries is the standard of urban living so low."

"We are on a collision course with history. We have missed the automobile and wrecked the one chance we have for civilization, our cities."

Four Compositions By Henry Fillmore

Four compositions by the late Henry Fillmore, local composer known as Cincinnati's March King, will be played by the University of Cincinnati's 85-piece Beaurtard Symphony Band in its free public 42nd anniversary concert at 8:15 p.m. March 31 in UC's Wilson Memorial Hall.

The concert celebrates the founding of the UC band in 1919 by Ralph A. Van Vye, then a UC student and now professor of coordination at the University.

"His Honor," written by Henry Fillmore in tribute and dedicated to the mayor of Cincinnati, will be played by the UC bands as well as three other Fillmore compositions: "The Man of the Hour," dedicated to the late Charles Philips Taft, founder of the old Cincinnati Times-Star; "Playellow," and "Sally Tremont."

Other featured compositions on the program are: Joseph Wilcox Jenkins "Cumberland Gap Overton," winner of the 1961 Ostwald Award from the American Bandmasters Association; and "Serenade for Band," by Vincent Persichetti, one of America's leading contemporary composers.

"Overture, Elitek, 1960" by Robert Washburn, the overture to "Italian in Algiers," by Giacchino Porrini; the "Chester" overture by William Schuman; and the overture to "Gyps and Dols" will also be played.

TAKING COLLEGE STUDENTS IN THE VACATION RIOTS

What touches off the vicious vacation riots in resort towns from coast to coast? What madness causes the drunkenness, open immorality, violent battles with police? What sudden mob impulse can motivate a crowd of 30,000 educated young men and women into a rampage of destruction? Perhaps it's a new way to "let off steam"... a savage kind of self-expression. But why are so many college students—presumably the nation's most "adult" and sophisticated young people—involved? Why do they knowingly risk their lives for a few hours of wild abandon? In the new April McCall's, don't miss the unbelievable, yet true, report on the spread of this insane activity... the horrible price you may have to pay if you're involved... and how you can help stop the insanity.

THE SOCK THAT STAYS UP IS LATE AS YOU DO

ADLER introduces the good-tempered cotton sock. Nothing ever gets it down. Nothing ever gets it down. With stripes at the top and reinforced with nylon, it's a white sock that withstands the test of time. Nothing ever gets it down.

ADLER'S good-tempered Alpine available at
Shillito's
The McAlpin Co.
Mabley & Carew

NOW ON SALE AT ALL NEWSSTANDS
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New Tabber Snap
The authentic British tab collar.
Here's a college shirt with the distinctive tab collar minus the nuisance of a brass collar button to hold the tabs in place.
The tabs snap together under the tie knot giving you the crisp, clean "savoir faire" look. Try Tabber Snap for a change of pace in striped oxford white and colors.
$5.00
From the "Cum Laude Collection"

Killers Should Unite To Increase Prices

Dear Bullwinkle:
In our city, there are men so low and rotten that they will actually kill for as little as $100 dollars. What can be done about this?
Irate Citizen

Dear Irate Citizen:
I think if they banded together and formed some sort of price-fixing deal, they could get more. Bullwinkle

Dear Bullwinkle:
I just found out that I won the Nobel Peace Prize for this year, and for over a week now, I have wanted to bolt my wife right in the mouth. What should I do?
Nobel Winner

Dear Nobel Winner:
By putting your hand to your mouth now in a violent gesture before receiving the Nobel Cup, you may well be refused such an honor. Wait, and hit her with the cup.
Bullwinkle

Dear Bullwinkle:
Here in Kenya, we recently found that Katauicio, our houseboy for over 47 years, was the head of the Mau Mau. Do you think we should discharge him?
Sir and Lady Pipshire

Dear Sir and Lady Pipshire:
Of course not! Faithful service for that long certainly deserves a little friendly gesture. By the way, my first reply to you has been returned with "No Longer At This Address" stamped on the front. Please advise new location.
Bullwinkle


COMMUNITY CENTER

Paintings by faculty members of the University of Cincinnati College of Design, Architecture, and Art will be displayed in the UC College of Medicine Library in Winfrey Hall, Eden Avenue, March 29 through April 19.
Personnel of University Medical Center units are invited to visit the exhibition.
Library hours are: Monday through Thursday, 8 a.m.-9 p.m.; Friday, 8 a.m.-6 p.m.; Saturday, 8 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 1:30 p.m.-5 p.m.
Arranged by the University of Cincinnati Medical Center Cultural Programs Committee, Dr. Jules Cass, chairman, the show includes works by these University of Cincinnati artists: Robert Deshon, Robert Fabe, Mildred Fischer, Phil Foster, Reginald Grooms, Elliott Keichman, Maxia Nohemmer, John Peterson, Fridtjof Schroder, and Edward Wolfley.
Irvin Kron, Medical Librarian is in charge of the exhibition.

YE OLDE "SHIPS"

Featuring Excellent Food and Beverages

SHIPLEY'S
214 W. McMillan St.
PA 1-9660

GO NEAR THE WATER: Spring is the time when students start thinking about water fun. We say: Splash up a storm. Have a lark. But please be careful. Each year, a few careless students get water on their Luckies. Imagine their remorse! Imagine yours if you were to spoil a Lucky— that great cigarette that college students smoke more of than any other regular. So have a swell time at your favorite watering hole this spring. And keep your Luckies dry.

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!
Five seniors will vie for the $100 first prize place in the Jones Oratory Contest on Tuesday, April 3, at 1 p.m. in 127 McMicken. The second place speaker will receive a $50 prize.

The five who have been selected and the titles of their speeches are as follows: Walter Bonvillain, "Proposition for Foreign Aid;" Martyn Fogleong, "Invest in America;" Mark Greenberger, "The Eye of History;" Douglas McFadden, "The Battle for the Backward;" and Marvin Vawter.

Duke Is King...
(Continued from Page 3)

I came, I saw, I concurred. Each speech will last ten minutes or less. The contest will be judged by three faculty members, with the awards being presented before 2 p.m.

Last year Miss Janice Mattie won the $300 prize with her speech, "Who is the Delinquent?" Charles Muller placed second with, "Man Shall Not Live by Bread Alone."

In order to qualify for the contest, each student had to submit a manuscript of not more than 1500 words which was then rated by a faculty panel. These five students who won will compete in the finals next Tuesday.

Sr. Class Election Held To Break Tie

A special election for senior class president will be held April 16 and 11 for section II semester students and May 8 and 9 for section I students.

The special election has been called to break the tie between John Kroig and Pat McClary that resulted from the regular election. Eligible to vote will be all juniors and seniors. Campaigning will start April 2 for the April 10 election and April 9 for the May 8 election. Campaign policies and polling places will be the same as the regular election. In charge of the special election is Jim Kiefer, secretary. AAB '64.

Jadeen Barbor says come and see my "Hot Box Girls."

University Has Second Dance At Fenwick Club

The University College will have its second dance of the year Saturday, April 7, from 9 to 1, at the Fenwick Club.

"Spring Serenade" is the theme of the semi-formal dance. Featuring the music of the Disciples, formerly the Modern Jazz Disciples. There will also be two programs featuring comedians and a singer during the band breaks. Refreshments will be furnished.

Tickets priced at $2 can be bought from Ed Shea, Bob Dahney, Barbara Stagge, Jane Donovan, or in the second floor lounge of Lawrence Hall. Tickets also will be sold at the door.
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